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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION APPROACH  

TO RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS 

Podejście symulacyjne Monte Carlo  

do analizy niezawodności złożonych systemów 

Abstract: The article presents new results concerned with general procedures and 

algorithms to assess the reliability of complex systems with various reliability structures. 

The analytical method and based on it the simulation method were used to estimate the 

reliability characteristics of the port grain transportation system. Finally, the general 

simulation algorithm was developed to evaluate the reliability characteristics of ageing 

complex systems. In this case, the systems operating processes were described by any 

distributions of sojourn times in operation states and the reliability functions of their 

components were modified in such a way that these components are not characterized by 

a "lack of memory". The application of this algorithm has been illustrated by the results 

for exemplary complex two-state systems.  

Keywords: reliability, complex system, Monte Carlo simulation 

Streszczenie: Artykuł przedstawia nowe wyniki w postaci ogólnych procedur i algorytmów 

symulacyjnych pozwalających oceniać niezawodność złożonych systemów o różnorodnych 

strukturach niezawodnościowych. Metody analityczna oraz oparta na niej metoda 

symulacji zostały zastosowane do oszacowania charakterystyk niezawodności portowego 

systemu transportu zboża. Ponadto zbudowany został ogólny algorytm pozwalający 

oceniać niezawodność starzejących się systemów złożonych, których procesy eksploata-

cyjne opisane są dowolnymi rozkładami czasów przebywania w stanach, natomiast dowol-

ne funkcje niezawodności ich elementów są zmodyfikowane w ten sposób, że elementy te 

nie charakteryzują się „brakiem pamięci”. Zastosowanie tego algorytmu zostało zilu-

strowane wynikami dla wybranych złożonych systemów dwustanowych.  

Słowa kluczowe: niezawodność, system złożony, symulacja Monte Carlo 
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1. Introduction 

The article presents the Monte Carlo simulation method used to analyze the 

reliability of complex multistate technical systems, with variable reliability structures and 

variable reliability parameters of their components in various operation states. The 

simulation method allows withdrawing from the assumption of constant exponential 

reliability functions' intensities of system elements, by proposing different models of their 

variability, which allows analyzing of aging systems with memory. The analytical 

approach to reliability analysis of the ageing systems related to varying in time their 

operation processes very often leads to complicated calculations. In this case, the Monte 

Carlo simulation method can be applied, which allows simplifying the difficult to apply 

analytical modeling and expand the class of assessed systems. 

2. Reliability of generalized exponential complex system – 

analytical approach 

2.1. Generating system operation process 

We denote by Z(t), t  0,+), the system operation process with  discrete states. 

Moreover, we assume a semi-Markov model of this process and denote by θbl its 

conditional sojourn time in the state b while its next transition will be done to the state l, 

where b, l = 1,2,...,, b ≠ l [4]. The process Z(t) is defined in [5]. 

To apply Monte Carlo simulation approach to the system operation process Z(t), first 

we have to select the initial operation state by generating draw from the distribution 

[pb(0)]1×, which is the vector of probabilities of the process Z(t) initial states at the 

moment t = 0. The realisation zb = zb(q), b  {1,2,...,}, of the system operation process 

initial operation state at the moment t = 0 is generated using the procedure  

zb(q) = zi, 


i

j 1

pj–1(0) ≤ q < 


i

j 1

pj(0), i  {1,2,...,}, (1) 

where q is a randomly generated number from the uniform distribution  

on the interval 0,1) and p(0) for i = 0 equals 0. 

The next operation state zl = zl(g), l  {1,2,...,}, l  b, is generated using  

the procedure defined as follows 
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where g is a randomly generated number from the uniform distribution on the interval 

0,1) and pi 0 = 0. 

Then, we introduce the parameter k, k  , that is a number subsequent changes of 

the operation process states. 

Further, after fixing the initial operation state zb and the next operation state zl, we 

can generate the first realisation ,)(k

bl  b,l  {1,2,...,}, b  l, k = 0, of the conditional 

sojourn time bl of the system operation process Z(t), generated from the conditional 

distribution function Hbl(t) of the conditional sojourn time at the particular state [3, 10, 

11], i.e. 

)(k

bl  = )(1 hHbl

 , b,l  {1,2,...,}, b  l. (3) 

To get the next realisation of the conditional sojourn time bl, b,l  {1,2,...,}, b  l, 

we substitute b := l, i.e. we assume zb = zl and repeat the procedure above, fixing next 

operation state zl applying the formula (2). As it is the first change of the operation states, 

we substitute k := k + 1 and assume k = 1. To get more realisations of conditional sojourn 

time bl, b,l  {1,2,...,}, b  l, we proceed according to the procedure described in the 

previous sentence, each time adding 1 to the previous value of k to memorize the number 

of operation state changes. 

2.2. Generating system reliability state changing process at particular 

operation states 

To receive Ξ, Ξ  \{0} realisations of the system unconditional lifetime T(u), 

u = 1,2,...,z, we have to perform Ξ iterations of the Monte Carlo simulation runs 

concerned with generating the system operation process realisations and the realisations of 

the system components conditional lifetimes tied with the system operation process 

realisations and with the number k of the system operation states changes. 

The realisations ,])]([[ )(


b

ki ut  i = 1,2,...,n, u = 1,2,...,z, b  {1,2,...,}, k = 0,1,... , 

ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, of the components Ei conditional lifetimes )()]([ b

ki uT  in the reliability states 

subsets {u,u + 1,...,z}, different at various operation states zb, are generated by the 

sampling formula [7, 11] 

 

    1)(1)()( )],([1)],([])]([[


 b

ki

b

ki

b

ki ufRufFut  , (4) 

zl(g) = zi,   


i

j 1

pb j–1 ≤ g < 


i

j 1

pb j, i  {1,2,...,}, i  b, 

 

(2) 
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for i = 1,2,...,n, u = 1,2,...,z, b  {1,2,...,}, k = 0,1,... , ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, where   1)()],([
b

ki ufF  

is the inverse function of the distribution function ,)],([1)],([ )()( b

ki

b

ki ufRufF   of the 

component conditional lifetime ,)]([ )(b

ki uT  i = 1,2,...,n, u = 1,2,...,z, b  {1,2,...,}, and f is 

a randomly generated number from the uniform distribution on the interval 0,1). 

The realisations [t(u)]ξ, u = 1,2,...,z, ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, of the system unconditional 

lifetimes T(u) in the reliability state subset {u,u+1,...,z} depend on the realisations 

,])]([[ )(


b

ki ut  i = 1,2,...,n, u = 1,2,...,z, b  {1,2,...,}, k = 0,1,... , ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, of the system 

component conditional lifetimes )()]([ b

ki uT  and are calculated from the implicit expression 

 

[t(u)]ξ = t( ,])]([[ )(


b

ki ut  pb(0), pbl, ;)(k

bl  u = 1,2,...,z, i = 1,2,...,n, 

b,l  {1,2,...,}, b  l, k = 0,1,... , ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ), (5) 

 

taking suitable explicit form dependent on the realisation of the system operation process 

and the system structure, which is different at various operation states zb, b  {1,2,...,}. 

The general procedure of finding these realisations is described in the next section. 

2.3. General procedure of Monte Carlo simulation application to 

generalized exponential complex system reliability characteristics 

determination 

The simulation described in this section, was performed according to the joint Monte 

Carlo simulation procedure of the system reliability evaluation at variable operation 

conditions [2, 3, 8-11]. 

Applying the procedure, at the beginning we enter: 

 the number Ξ, Ξ  \{0} of program cycles (runs of the simulation) equal to the 

number of the system unconditional lifetime realisations; 

 the formula zb(q) for the initial operation state zb, b  {1,2,...,}, given by (1); 

 the formulae zl(g) for the next operation state zl, l  {1,2,...,}, l ≠ b, given by (2); 

 the formula for the realisations ,)(k

bl  b,l  {1,2,...,}, l ≠ b, k = 0,1,... , of the 

conditional sojourn times bl of the system operation process at the particular 

operation states, given by (3); 

 the formula for the realisations ])]([[ )(b

ki ut , i = 1,2,...,n, u = 1,2,…,z, b  {1,2,...,}, 

k = 0,1,... , ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, of the system components’ conditional lifetimes )()]([ b

ki uT  in 

the reliability state subsets {u,u + 1,...,z}, at the operation states zb, b  {1,2,...,}, 

given by (4); 

 the formulae for the realisations ,])]([[ )(


b

kut  u = 1,2,…,z, b  {1,2,...,}, k  {0,1,... }, 

ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, of the system conditional lifetime )()]([ b

kuT  in the reliability state subsets 
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{u,u + 1,...,z}, while the system is at the operation state zb, b  {1,2,...,}, which are 

dependent on the realisation of the system operation process and the system structure, 

which is different at various operation states zb, b  {1,2,...,}. 

We set: 

 the initial value of the number ξ, ξ  {1,2,..., Ξ}, of subsequent number of iteration as 

ξ = 1 in the main loop; 

 the initial reliability state of the system components as z, at the moment t = 0; 

 the initial values [t(u)]ξ = 0, u = 1,2,…,z, ξ = 1, of the system unconditional lifetimes 

T(u), u = 1,2,…,z, realisations in the reliability state subsets {u,u + 1,...,z}. 

Next, we start the Monte Carlo simulation procedure. At the beginning of this 

procedure, we draw a random number q from the uniform distribution on the interval 

0,1). Based on this random value, according to the formula (1), there is fixed the 

realisation zb(q), b  {1,2,...,}, of the system operation process initial operation state at 

the moment t = 0. Subsequently, we draw a random number g uniformly distributed on the 

unit interval. The realisation zl(g), l  {1,2,...,}, l  b, of the system operation process 

consecutive operation state is fixed according to the procedure given by (2).  

Having fixed the initial operation state zb = zb(q), b  {1,2,...,}, when its next 

operation state is zl = zl(g), l  {1,2,...,}, l  b, we generate a random number h from the 

uniform distribution on the interval 0,1) and apply formula (3), corresponding to those 

operation states. Moreover, we assume that the intensities of departure from the reliability 

state subsets {u,u + 1,...,z}, are changing their values after k = 0,1,… , operation states 

changes. We obtain the realisation ,)(k

bl  b,l  {1,2,...,}, l ≠ b, k = 0, of the conditional 

sojourn time Θbl of the system operation process at the operation state zb, b  {1,2,...,}, 

under the condition that the next operation state will be zl, l  {1,2,...,}, l  b.  

Subsequently, we fix i = 1 and we generate random number f uniformly distributed on 

the unit interval, and put them into the formula (4) obtaining the realisation ])]([[ )(b

ki ut , 

i = 1, u = z, b  {1,2,...,}, k = 0, ξ = 1, of the system component E1 conditional lifetime 

,)]([ )(

1

b

kzT  k = 0, at the operation state zb, b  {1,2,...,}, when its next operation state is zl, 

l  {1,2,...,}, l  b.  

To receive realisations for all system components’ conditional lifetimes we continue 

this process, i.e. we generate next random numbers f, until we reach the final value of the 

index i, i.e. i = n. Having all those realisations in the reliability state subsets {u,u + 1,...,z}, 

we calculate the realisation ,])]([[ )(


b

kut  u = z, b  {1,2,...,}, k = 0, ξ = 1, of the system 

conditional lifetime ,)]([ )(b

kuT  while the system is at the operation state zb, b  {1,2,...,}, 

choosing the formula corresponding to earlier selected operation state zb. 

If the realisation of the conditional sojourn time )()( hk

bl  is less than the realisation of 

the system conditional lifetime ,])]([[ 1

)(

0

bzt  b  {1,2,...,}, we add the value ),()( hk

bl  

b,l  {1,2,...,}, b  l, k = 0 to the system unconditional lifetime realisation. The 
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realisation [t(z)]1 = )(0 )( hk

bl  is recorded and zl, l  {1,2,...,}, l  b is set as the initial 

operation state. Further, we generate another random number g from the uniform 

distribution on the interval 0,1), obtaining the realisation zl(g), l  {1,2,...,}, l  b. As it 

is the first change of the operation states, we substitute k := k + 1 and assume k = 1, to 

memorize the number of operation state changes. Subsequently, we generate another 

random number h from the uniform distribution on the interval 0,1), obtaining the 

realisation ),()( hk

bl  b,l  {1,2,...,}, b  l, k = 1. Then, we generate as many random 

numbers f from the uniform distribution on the unit interval, to obtain the realisation 

,])]([[ 1

)(

1

bzt  b  {1,2,...,}, of the system conditional lifetime. Further, we compare both 

previous realisations and repeat the operations in the loop until the realisation ),()( hk

bl  

b,l  {1,2,...,}, b  l, k  {1,2... }, is greater than or equal to ,])]([[ 1

)(

1

bzt  b  {1,2,...,}, 

each time adding 1 to the previous value of k. If so, we add the realisation 1

)( ])]([[ b

kzt  to 

the already collected sum of the conditional sojourn times realisations and we obtain and 

record the first system unconditional lifetime realisation [t(z)]1. 

Further, we replace u with u – 1, i.e. with z – 1 and proceed according to the 

procedure above and analogically comparing the conditional sojourn time realisation with 

the system unconditional lifetime realisation. After recording the realisation [t(z – 1)]1, we 

repeat the procedure until we reach u = 1 and record the last realisation [t(1)]1. Then, we 

set ξ = 2 and go to the second iteration, and so on. We stop the Monte Carlo procedure if 

the subsequent iteration number ξ = . 

2.4. Reliability evaluation of port grain transportation system 

2.4.1. Generating port grain transportation system operation process 

The first step of the Monte Carlo simulation method application to generating port 

grain transportation system operation process is to select the initial operation state 

zb = zb(q), b  {1,2,3}, of this process at the moment t = 0, using the procedure (1). The 

next operation state zl = zl(g), l  {1,2,3}, l  b, is generated using the procedure defined 

by (2). 
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ut
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b
ki   
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  b

ki
k

bllb
b
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Fix )()( hk
bl  

 

Set 1:  

Set 0:,:  kzu  

lb zz :  

1:    

1:  kk  

 Fix 

  )]([)]([ utut ),()( hk
bl  

for u = 1,2,...,z 

 

Fig. 1. General Monte Carlo flowchart for the system reliability evaluation 

Further, after fixing the initial operation state zb and the next operation state zl, we 

can generate the first realisation ,)(k

bl  b,l  {1,2,3}, b  l, k = 0, of the conditional 

sojourn time bl of the system operation process Z(t) generated from the distribution 

function Hbl(t) according to the formula (3). This formula for the port grain transportation 

system takes different forms at different operation states. To get the next realisation of the 

conditional sojourn time bl, b,l  {1,2,3}, b  l, we substitute b := l, i.e. we assume 

zb = zl and repeat the procedure (2), fixing next operation state zl and applying appropriate 

formula (3). As it is the first change of the operation states, we substitute k := k + 1 and 
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assume k = 1. To get more realisations of conditional sojourn time bl, b,l  {1,2,3}, b  l, 

we proceed according to the procedure described in the previous sentence, each time 

adding 1 to the previous value of k to memorize the number of operation state changes. 

2.4.2. Generating port grain transportation system reliability state changing 

process at particular operation states 

To receive Ξ realisations of the considered system unconditional lifetime T(u), 

u = 1,2, we have to perform Ξ iterations of the Monte Carlo simulation runs concerned 

with generating the system operation process realisations and the realisations of the 

system components conditional lifetimes tied with these realisations and with the number 

k of the system operation states changes. 

The realisations of the port grain transportation system components conditional 

lifetimes in the reliability states subsets different at various operation states zb, 

b  {1,2,3}, are generated using the exponential distribution functions 

,)]([1)]([ )()()()( b

kij

b

kij uRuF    i = 1,2,...,k(b), j = 1,2,...,li
(b),  = 1,2,3,4, u = 1,2, b  {1,2,3}, 

k = 0,1,... , 

according to (4), i.e. with their inverse functions given by 

 

],1ln[
)12()]([

1
]1ln[

)]([

1
])]([[

)()()()(

)()( f
ku

k
f

u
ut

b

ij

b

kij

b

kij 









 i = 1,2,...,k(b), 

j = 1,2,...,li
(b),  = 1,2,3,4, u = 1,2, b  {1,2,3}, ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, k = 0,1,... , (6) 

 

where the components’ intensities of departure from the reliability state subsets {1,2}, 

{2}, are given in [1], f is a randomly generated number from the uniform distribution on 

the interval 0,1), ξ is the subsequent number of the system unconditional lifetime 

realisations, ξ  {1,2,…,Ξ} and the numbers k(b), li
(b), b  {1,2,3}, are the system structure 

shape parameters. 

The realisations ])]([[ )(b

kut , b  {1,2,3}, ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, u = 1,2, k = 0,1,... , of the 

system conditional lifetime 
)()]([ b

kuT , b  {1,2,3}, u = 1,2, in the particular reliability 

states depend on the realisations 


 ])]([[ )()( b

kij ut , b  {1,2,3}, i = 1,2,...,k(b), j = 1,2,..., li
(b), 

ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, u = 1,2,  = 1,2,3,4, k = 0,1,... , of the subsystem’s component conditional 

lifetimes )()( )]([ b

kij uT  , in those reliability state subsets and are calculated according to 

resulting from them suitable selected their realisations explicit forms dependently to the 

system operation process state and corresponding to this state the system reliability 

structure. 
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The realisations [t(u)]ξ, u = 1,2, ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, of the system unconditional lifetimes 

T(u), u = 1,2, depend on the realisations ])]([[ )(b

kut , u = 1,2, b  {1,2,3}, k = 0,1,... , 

ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, of the conditional lifetimes )()]([ b

kuT  in the reliability state subsets {1,2}, {2}, 

by choosing dependently one of the formulae different at various operation states zb, 

b  {1,2,3}, dependently on the realisation of its operation process, what is expressed in 

the implicit relationship 

 

[t(u)]ξ = t( ,])]([[ )(


b

kut  pb(0), pbl, bl; u = 1,2, b,l  {1,2,3}, b ≠ l, k = 0,1,... ), 

ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ. (7) 

2.4.3. The results of Monte Carlo simulation procedure application 

The realisations [t(u)]ξ, ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, u = 1,2, of the system unconditional lifetimes are 

illustrated in the form of the histograms in fig. 2, for Ξ = 662 800 program runs. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The graph of the histograms of port grain transportation system unconditional lifetimes  

in the reliability state subsets {1,2}, {2} 

 

After analyzing the histograms, we formulate the hypotheses concerned with the 

distributions of the system unconditional lifetimes in the reliability state subsets {1,2}, 

{2}. Testing of those hypotheses, resulted in the conclusion, that the approximate system 

unconditional reliability function is given by the vector 

Rs(t,) = [1, Rs(t,1), Rs(t,2)], t0,), (8) 

with the coordinates having empirical distributions 

Rs(t,u)  1 – }},,...,2,1{,)]([:{#
1




  tut  t0,), u = 1,2. (9) 

Hence, the mean values of the system unconditional lifetime in the reliability state subsets 

{1,2}, {2}, calculated from the frequency distributions, are 
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µs(1)  0.0667 year  24.4 days,   µs(2)  0.0559 year  20.4 days, (10) 

and standard deviations of the system unconditional lifetime in the reliability state subsets 

{1,2}, {2}, 

σs(1)  0.0577 year  20.9 days,   σs(2)  0.0483 year  17.6 days. (11) 

Consequently, according to (2.51), the system unconditional lifetimes in the 

particular reliability states 1, 2, respectively are given as follows 

)1(
s

   0.0108 year  3.9 days,   )2(
s

   0.0559 year  20.4 days. (12) 

2.4.4. Results comparison and conclusions 

The results obtained by application of the analytical method are compared with those 

obtained through the Monte Carlo simulation method. A study was carried out for 

different and increasing values of Ξ, shown in figs. 3 and 4. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Expected values μs(1) and μs(2) of the port grain transportation system unconditional 

lifetimes computation for 662 800 runs using Monte Carlo simulation method 
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Fig. 4. Relative errors between the simulation and analytical expected values of port grain 

transportation system unconditional lifetimes 

3. Reliability of non-exponential complex system – Monte 

Carlo simulation approach 

3.1. The procedure of Monte Carlo simulation application to system 

reliability characteristics determination 

It is possible to apply the Monte Carlo simulation method, according to  

a Monte Carlo simulation scheme presented in fig. 5. 

At the beginning, we enter: 

– the number Ξ, Ξ  \{0}, of program cycles (runs of the simulation) equals to the 

number of the system lifetime realisations; 

– the formula zb(q) for the initial operation state zb, b  {1,2}, given by 













,1)0()0()0(,

)0(0,
)(

2112

11

ppqpz

pqz
qbz

 

where q is a randomly generated number from the uniform distribution on the interval 

0,1), and pb(0), b = 1,2, are the initial probabilities of the system operation process Z(t) 

states at the moment t = 0, defined in Section 2; 

– the formula for the next operation state zl, l  {1,2}, l  b, given by 
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– the formula for the realisations ,)(k
bl  b,l  {1,2}, b  l , k = 0,1,..., , of the 

conditional sojourn times bl of the system operation process at the particular 

operation states, defined by (3); 

– the formula for the realisations ,)(b
kt  ,l  {1,2}, b  l , k = 0,1,..., , of the system 

conditional lifetime ,)(b
kT  while the system is at the operation state zb, b  {1,2}, 

given by (4); 

Further we set: 

– the initial value of the number ξ, ξ  {1,2,…,Ξ}, of subsequent number of 

iteration as ξ = 1 in the main loop; 

– the initial value of the number of subsequent changes of the operation process 

states k = 0; 

– the initial reliability state of the system components as z = 1, at the moment t = 0; 

– the initial values tξ = 0, ξ = 1, of the realisations of system unconditional lifetimes T. 
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Fig. 5. Monte Carlo flowchart for two-state system reliability evaluation 
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As the algorithm progresses, we draw a random number q from the uniform 

distribution on the interval 0,1). Based on this random value, the realization zb(q), 

b  {1,2}, of the system operation process initial operation state at the moment t = 0 is 

fixed. In the next step, the realization zl, l  {1,2}, l  b, of the system operation process 

consecutive operation state is generated. If zb = z1, then zl = z2, else zl = z1. 

Further, we generate a random number h from the uniform distribution on  

the interval 0,1), which we put into the one of the formulae (3) obtaining the realization 
)(k

bl , b,l  {1,2}, b  l , k = 0. 

Subsequently, we generate a random number f uniformly distributed on the interval 

0,1), which we put into the formula 4 obtaining the realization ,)(b

kt  b  {1,2}, k = 0. If 

the realization of the empirical conditional sojourn time is not greater than the realization 

of the system conditional lifetime, we add the value )(k

bl  to the system unconditional 

lifetime realization tξ. The realization tξ is recorded, zl is set as the initial operation state 

and the number of changes the operation states is k = 1. 

We generate another random numbers h and f, from the uniform distribution on the 

interval 0,1), obtaining the realizations 
)(k

bl  and ,)(b

kt  b,l  {1,2}, b  l. Each time we 

compare the realization of the conditional sojourn time with the realization of the system 

conditional lifetime. If )(k

bl  is greater than ,)(b

kt  we add the realization )(b

kt  to the sum of 

the realizations of the conditional sojourn times 
)(k

bl  and we obtain and record a system 

unconditional lifetime realization tξ. Thus, we can proceed replacing ξ with ξ + 1 and shift 

into the next iteration in the loop if ξ < Ξ. In the other case, we stop the procedure. 

Using the above procedure, the histogram of the system unconditional lifetime can be 

found and the empirical mean value and the standard deviation of the system 

unconditional lifetime can be calculated according to the formulae  
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(13)  

 

where  is the number of the system lifetime realizations and tξ, ξ = 1,2,...,Ξ, are the 

system unconditional lifetime realizations.  

The exemplary input data for the system operation process are: 

– the vector[pb(0)]12 = [0.4, 0.6] of initial probabilities of the system operation 

process Z(t) staying at particular operation states at the moment t = 0; 

– the matrix [pbl]22 = 








01

10
, of the probabilities of the system operation process 

Z(t) transitions between the operation states; 
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– the matrix [Hbl(t)]22 of the conditional distribution functions of the system 

operation process Z(t) sojourn times )(k

bl , b,l = 1,2, b  l, k = 1,2,... , at the 

operation states, that is given in tab. 1 [6].  

The input data for the system reliability are given in tab. 2. 

For these cases considered in tabs. 1 and 2, the empirical mean values and standard 

deviations of the system lifetimes T for Ξ = 1 000 000 are calculated according to (13) and 

given in tab. 3. 

Table 1 

Exemplary conditional distribution functions of operation process' sojourn times 

Case Distribution CDF Parameters 

O1 
Exponential 

distribution 

Hbl(t) = 1 – exp[–αblt], t0,), 

b,l = 1,2 
α12 = 290, α21 = 71 

O2 
Normal  

distribution 

Hbl(t) = FN(Mbl, Dbl)(t), t0,), 

b,l = 1,2 

M12 = 290, D12 = 10, 

M21 = 71, D21 = 5 

O3 
Focused uniform  

distribution 
blbl

bl
bl

xy

xt
tH




)( , 

txbl, ybl, b,l = 1,2 

x12 = 270, y12 = 305, 

x21 = 62, y21 = 80 

O4 
Stretch uniform 

distribution 
blbl

bl
bl

xy

xt
tH




)( ,  

txbl, ybl, b,l = 1,2 

x12 = 0, y12 = 575, x21 = 0, 

y21 = 142 

Table 2 

Exemplary conditional reliability functions 

Case Distribution Reliability functions Parameters 

R1 
Exponential  

distribution 

],exp[)( )()( ttR b
k

b
k   

t0,), b,l = 1,2, k = 0,1,...  
,

1

12
002.0)1(






k

k
k

1

12
001.0)2(






k

k
k  

R2 
Weibull  

distribution 

],exp[)(
)(

)()(
b

kttR b
k

b
k


   

t0,), b,l = 1,2, k = 0,1,...  

,
1

12
000003.0

2

)1(














k

k
k  

,
1

12
000002.0

2

)2(














k

k
k 2)2()1(  kk   
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Table 3 

Mean values and standard deviations of the system unconditional lifetime 

Case Mean value μs [days] Standard deviation σs [days] 

O1 and R1 350.9 308.1 

O2 and R1 355.4 305.0 

O3 and R1 355.5 305.8 

O4 and R1 353.7 306.4 

O1 and R2 541.7 356.0 

O2 and R2 569.7 403.3 

O3 and R2 568.7 402.1 

O4 and R2 532.5 350.0 

 

On the basis of those results, it is possible to try to formulate and to verify  

the hypotheses on the forms of the system reliability functions. Unfortunately, fixing the 

system reliability functions in most cases is not successful and we obtain empirical 

distributions of the system lifetimes T. 

4. Conclusions 

The construction of the general analytical model of the complex system reliability 

linking its operation process model and its reliability model is possible for any 

distributions of the operation process sojourn times at the particular operation states. This 

fact, yields the necessity of application of Monte Carlo simulation method, assuming any 

system components' conditional reliability functions. Further extension of the application 

possibilities of the obtained results can be carried out by extending the class of 

distributions of conditional sojourn times at operation states of systems operation 

processes and the types of reliability functions of system components, but also by 

introducing other "memory" models of existing in reliability functions of system 

components. 
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